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Abstract. We studied the stability and superconductivity of FeSe nanosheets during
an in-air device fabrication process. Methods were developed to improve the exfoliation
yield and to maintain the superconductivity of FeSe. Raman spectroscopy, atomic force
microscopy, optical microscopy and time-of-flight-secondary-ion-mass-spectroscopy
measurements show that FeSe nanosheets decayed in air. Precipitation of Se particles
and iron oxidation likely occurred during the decay process. Transport measurements
revealed that the superconductivity of FeSe disappeared during a conventional electron
beam lithography process. Shadow mask evaporation and transfer onto pre-defined
electrodes methods were shown to be effective in maintaining the superconductivity
after the in-air device fabrication process. These methods developed provide a way of
making high quality FeSe nano-devices.
1. Introduction
Within the last several years, layered transition metal chalcogenides compounds
(TMX) have drawn more and more attention. Among these compounds, a spectrum
of different behaviours were observed. FeSe is a superconducting member of this
family. The reduced dimension and much lower areal carrier density make the
exfoliated superconductor FeSe nanosheets ideal materials for the study of tunable
superconductivity and quantum phase transition[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. FeSe also belongs to
another mystery and intriguing family — the Fe-based superconductors[7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12]. This superconductor family is believed to host the unconventional spin-fluctuation
pairing mechanism[13, 14]. As the simplest member in this family, FeSe is regarded
as a key to understand the behaviors of this family[9]. Monolayer FeSe grown on
SrTiO3 substrates by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) even reached a superconductivity
transition temperature Tc above 100K[15]. However, MBE-grown FeSe films are
commonly affected by the substrates and thus are strained and doped. FeSe films made
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by top-down approaches are attached to the substrates by weak Van de Waals bonding,
and we expect the superconductivity and electronic properties of those films are closer
to that of bulk FeSe materials. Could the FeSe thin films made by a top-down approach
also reach such a high transition temperature? Can we tune the Tc of the FeSe films to
observe the quantum phase transition in 2d? The fabrication of FeSe thin films from
a top-down approach is the first step towards addressing these questions. So far, there
have only been a handful reports on the exfoliated FeSe films [13]. Moreover, no studies
are available on the stability of FeSe films, which is a common concern for 2d materials
in TMX family.
In this work, we first studied the exfoliation of FeSe nanosheets and an effective
method to improve the yield of nanosheets was demonstrated. The air instability of FeSe
nanosheets was observed and further investigated by the Raman spectroscopy, atomic
force microscope (AFM) characterization, as well as the Time-of-Flight-Secondary-Ion-
Mass-Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). Transport measurements were performed to check the
superconductivity of exfoliated FeSe flakes.
2. Nanosheets and Device Fabrication
A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based exfoliation method (similar to the scotch tape
method developed in the graphene research) was used to produce nanosheets and transfer
them onto different substrates[16]. Low-residue Nitto tapes were used to exfoliate FeSe
crystals. Then, the Nitto tapes were peeled off from pieces of PDMS films. Some
nanosheets were left on the PDMS films and were then transferred to 285 nm SiO2/(100)
Si substrates. This is a simple and effective way to obtain approximately 10 nm-thick
flakes. The typical size of the exfoliated nanosheets is 10 to 20 microns. AFM (Asylum
Research model MFP3D) was used to characterize the thicknesses. The colors of fresh
nanosheets are yellow for sheets thicker than 60 nm and purple for those thinner than
20 nm. Both optical and AFM images show that the surfaces of the nanosheet are flat
and smooth (Fig.1).
For the superconductivity transition temperature Tc measurements, since the
volume of a nanosheet flake is too small for bulk magnetometry measurements, transport
measurements were used. For the conductivity characterization, at least two electrodes
need to be added to a nanosheet as the source and drain. A conventional electron beam
lithography (EBL) method was first used to pattern these contacts. However, EBL
caused serious degradation of the FeSe flakes such that they no longer conducted. The
degraded FeSe flakes have the same color as the heavily-oxidized ones. We postulate that
some chemical reactions happened during the EBL process, which degraded the FeSe
nanosheets. To avoid the degradation and heating, two other methods, transferring
onto pre-defined electrodes method and shadow mark evaporation method, were used
for the micro-electrodes fabrication. Both of the two methods maintained the conducting
properties of FeSe. The two methods are described below.
(i) Method 1: shadow mask evaporation[17].
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Figure 1. Optical and AFM images of FeSe nanosheets. The purple regions are
nanosheets less than 20 nm thick, and the yellow regions are FeSe sheets more than
60 nm thick. The insert is an AFM scan showing a thickness of 9.7 nm. The AFM scan
location was near the bottom of the dark purple region, as shown by a red line.
(a) Make nanosheets by exfoliation.
(b) Use a mask aligner to align a shadow mask on top of a flake. The shadow
mask was then fixed with respect to the FeSe/SiO2/Si stack. The micron-sized
apertures on the shadow mask were made with a Focused Ion Beam Microscope
(FIB).
(c) Put the whole setup in a metal evaporator and evaporate gold through the
shadow mask apertures to form the contacts.
(ii) Method 2: transferring thin FeSe flakes onto pre-fabricated electrodes.
(a) Exfoliate FeSe with a Nitto tape and press it onto a piece of PDMS.
(b) Position the flake-baring PDMS piece with a micro-manipulator and transfer
flakes onto the pre-fabricated electrodes by gentle touching.
3. Air stability
After obtaining the FeSe nanosheets by exfoliation, we used AFM and micro-Raman
spectroscopy to monitor the color change and the change of the phonon modes
immediately. ToF-SIMS was used to characterize the chemical composition change.
3.1. Raman Spectroscopy
All Raman measurements were performed with a Horiba Scientific LabRam HR800
Raman system in a backscattering configuration with 632.8 nm excitation wavelength.
The Raman spectra were collected through an Olympus 50X (NA=0.55) objective len
and recorded with a grating of 2400 lines/mm which has a spectral resolution of 0.27
cm-1. Fig.2a (top) shows the optical image of several flakes with different thicknesses,
the thinnest flake is about 5 nm thick, according to the AFM measurements. Fig.2b
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Figure 2. (a)(top) Optical image of the exfoliated FeSe nanosheets A to G. (b)(bottom)
Raman spectra of the flakes A to G after 1hr air exposure.
(bottom) shows the Raman spectra of FeSe flakes A to G after 1 hr air exposure. The
two peaks around 200 cm-1 are the characteristic peaks of the FeSe lattice[18]. They
are related to the phonon-modes of P4/nmm lattice. The left and the right peaks
correspond to the Ag(Se) and the Bg(Fe) peaks from the vibration of Se and Fe atoms,
respectively. We also observed that as the thickness decreases, the flakes become more
and more transparent, and a peak around 300 cm-1 from the underlying SiO2 appears and
strengthens. Besides this peak, a new peak around 250 cm-1 also emerges. Meanwhile,
the characteristic peaks of the FeSe lattice diminish with decreasing thickness. There
are no signs of the characteristic peaks of FeSe lattice in the 5nm-thick flakes.
The first question we investigated was the causes of the diminishing of the
characteristic FeSe peaks and the emergence of the new peak around 250 cm-1. One
possible explanation is the degradation during the air exposure. If this was the case,
long time air exposure should introduce this new Raman peak to thick flakes. To check
this hypothesis, we performed a 24 hour aging test in open air and found evidence
supporting this explanation. Fig.3 shows the change of the Raman spectra of FeSe
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nanosheets during a prolonged exposure in air. Fig. 3(a)(left) is for a piece of bulk
crystal thicker than 300 nm, and Fig. 3(b)(right) is for a 10nm-thick nanosheet. In
Fig. 3(a), we can see that the peak at 250 cm-1 strengthened greatly in the bulk crystal
after a 24 hr exposure in air. The degradation of the FeSe flakes in air can also be
observed from the color changes. Nanosheets less than 50 nm thick show a light purple
color. After 3 and 24 hr air exposure, the color changed to light green and dark green,
respectively.
Figure 3. Raman spectra before and after long time exposure in air: (a) a piece of
bulk crystal; (b) a nanosheet about 10 nm thick.
3.2. Morphology by AFM
The next question investigated was the microscopic origin of the peak around 250
cm-1. By comparing with Raman peaks of relevant materials, we found that this peak
position is consistent with the Raman peak of the amorphous Se nanoparticles[19].
Further evidence of these nanoparticles being Se nanoparticles was found from the AFM
characterizations, nanoparticles can be indeed detected on the surface of the nanosheets
exposed in air. Fig.4 shows the AFM images taken before and after 24 hr air exposure
for FeSe nanosheets. The left AFM image of Fig. 4 shows the surface of a fresh FeSe
nanosheet, which is relatively clean and flat. The right AFM image of Fig. 4 shows the
same surface after 24 hr air exposure, where particles of several nanometers in diameter
emerge on the surface. These particles are considered to be the Se nanoparticles revealed
from the Raman data.
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Figure 4. AFM images of a typical FeSe flake before (left) and after (right) 24 hr air
exposure, respectively.
3.3. ToF-SIMS
The third question we addressed was about the chemical processes involved during the
air exposure. Raman or optical images were incapable to tell the details of the chemical
change, especially during the first hour of air exposure.
To address this, we performed a precise chemical composition analysis of the FeSe
nanosheets. The ToF-SIMS instrument used was PHI Trift V nanoToF-SIMS model[20].
The nanoimaging and depth profiling can give the lateral and depth distribution of the
chemical compositions. In our ToF-SIMS measurements (see Fig.5), we characterized
the chemical compositions for FeSe nanosheets before and after 24 hr exposure in air.
For nanosheets exposed in air for less than 20 mins, we found that the nanosheets remain
intact, and no obvious oxidation was found. For nanosheets exposed in air for about
2 hours, no significant signal of oxides were detected. For nanosheets exposed in air
for 24 hr, iron oxides were found in the top 5 nm of the nanosheets. The composition
of the nanosheets exposed in air is also determined, several iron oxides (such as FeO)
were detected. This suggests that oxidation process occurs during air exposure, which
is considered to be the reason for the precipitation of Se nanoparticles.
3.4. Superconductivity measurements
The last question investigated was the superconductivity and the gate modulation of the
exfoliated nanosheets. As the flakes are too small for the bulk magnetometry, a transport
method was used to measure the transition temperature Tc. The electrodes fabrication
details were described in Section 2. High resistance was measured in FeSe flakes with
more than 24 hr air exposure. However, for FeSe nanosheets with less than 2 hr air
exposure, the superconductivity was retained. We performed transport measurements
on 6 flakes with the thicknesses ranging from 10 to 60 nm. 4 of these flakes were found to
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Figure 5. ToF-SIMS images for a FeSe flake exposed in air for 24 hr showing the FeO
and Se contents.
be superconducting. However, compared to the bulk FeSe sample of 300 nm thickness,
the superconducting transition of these exfoliated FeSe nanosheets was not as sharp and
Tc was reduced to 5 to 7 K, as seen in Table I and Fig.6. The lower Tc and broadened
superconducting transition are consistent with the fact that these FeSe nanosheets were
oxidized. Gating by SiO2 was also attempted on the 10nm-thick flake. No gating effect
was found, thus the carrier density of the FeSe nanosheet is way beyond the manageable
range that a SiO2 gate can introduce.
Table I: Tc and thicknesses measured on 7 samples.
Tc Thickness
bulk 9 K –
flake 1 7 K ∼ 60 nm
flake 2 6 K ∼ 15 nm
flake 3 5 K ∼ 10 nm
flake 4 6 K ∼ 15 nm
flake 5 semiconducting ∼ 10 nm
flake 6 semiconducting ∼ 10 nm
4. Conclusion
In summary, this work investigated the degradation of exfoliated FeSe nanosheets in
air. Raman peaks of Se particles emerged after air exposure, and the oxidation of
iron was also observed. Further, FeSe also degrades in the conventional EBL process
for making electrodes, and two alternative methods have been developed for making
electrodes. Transport measurements showed a reduced Tc and a broadened transition in
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Figure 6. Resistance as a function of temperature of (a) a 60 nm thick flake; (b): a 15
nm thick flake; and (c): a 10 nm thick flake. (d): The comparison of the samples in a
to c for T<10 K. The contact resistance was subtracted.
the nanosheets. Our study provides a clearer picture of the stability of FeSe nanosheets
when they are exposed in air. The knowledge obtained paves the way for building FeSe
nanodevices with higher quality. It could also be useful for a thorough understanding
of the experimental results based on the FeSe nanosheets exposed in air, such as the
ion-gating experiment[13].
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